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In a nutshell

Travel
is

booming

In some ways
this is helpful

20

%

of all global jobs created in
the past decade have been in
the travel and tourism sector

AUSSIES AND KIWIS
THINK WE ARE GOOD TRAVELLERS

48
Yet only

Global tourism
arrivals are
expected to hit

1.8

bn

by 2030

%

of us researched local
customs, traditions and
social sensitivities before
travelling to a country

In others
it is harmful –
Bali is on course to

run out
of water
by 2020 due to
unsustainable tourism

But
locals
don’t always
like tourists
There have been
significant protests
in Venice and Barcelona

THERE ARE SOME
SIMPLE THINGS WE
CAN DO TO IMPROVE

Since 2007, Qantas
and its passengers
have offset over

3

m

tonnes of
carbon emissions
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We love travel.

Australians and New Zealanders are great
travellers. We take on the world and we have
a great time doing it. We also tend to bring
a good vibe and leave a good vibe wherever
we go... at least that’s what we think.
But are we actually the good travellers
we think we are? It’s worth asking ourselves
that question and looking into whether
the impacts we have on the places and
people we visit are helpful or not.
When we visit new and untouched places,
what do we leave behind? Is it a great
interaction and a stronger local economy,
or inflated prices and a destroyed
environment? Maybe it’s all of the above.
The question is, how do we get the most
out of our adventures while protecting
the places we love visiting?
With a boom in global tourism and
untouched places being opened up by social
media, it’s time to look at what we do well
and where we can improve. Then show the
world how to travel better as they start
to come to our untouched places in ever
greater numbers.

This report will help you
understand how to be a
better traveller and, in
turn, show others how
it’s done.
It’s drawn from the following sources:
• A research survey commissioned
in October 2018 by Kathmandu with
a sample of 1,000+ Australians and
500+ New Zealanders.
• A review of 50+ sources into key data,
topics, news and trends associated
with travel, tourism, mass/overtourism,
travelling behaviours and choices,
in particular within sustainability,
environment, economic and cultural
sensitivity, plus negative and positive
impacts of global travel.
• Key quotes from our investigative tour of
Bali and Kathmandu in February 2019.

Travel well,
Jan Fran,
Investigative Journalist

Jan Fran,
Investigative Journalist
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Travel is booming.
Globally there were 1.3bn tourist arrivals in 2016,
up 84m (7%) on 2015, and expected to hit

1.8bn
by 2030

Source: World Tourism Organization

2017

was a record year
for international tourism. International tourist
arrivals grew for the eighth consecutive year,
a sequence of uninterrupted growth
not recorded since the 1960s (approx. 4%
growth per year)
Source: World Tourism Organization

20

%

of all global jobs created in the past decade
have been in the travel and tourism sector
Source: World Travel & Tourism Council
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It is no longer possible to dismiss criticism of exploding tourism
as elite snobbery, of high-end cultural tourism versus T-shirtclad visitors squeezed on a tour bus. Or a question of who has
the right to travel and who doesn’t. The dimensions of the
industry have grown so vast so quickly that it has become
a serious issue of globalisation, as pertinent to the
communities at risk as shuttered factories have been to the
American and British rust belts.
Elizabeth Becker,
Overbooked, The Exploding Business
of Travel and Tourism
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Where does the world travel?
International tourist arrivals in 2017 and growth forecast for 2018

Everywhere.

Europe
Americas
2017 Arrivals

207m
2018 Growth
Forecast

+8

%

2017 Arrivals

671m

Asia Pacific

2018 Growth
Forecast

2017 Arrivals

+8

%

324m
2018 Growth
Forecast

Africa
2017 Arrivals

World

1,323m
2017 Arrivals

63m
2018 Growth
Forecast

+9

%

Middle East

+ 6%

2017 Arrivals

58m
2018 Growth
Forecast

+ 4%

Source: World Tourism Organization
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Travel and tourism has become a behemoth,
capable of doing great good and great
damage. It is an $8tn industry. It is the largest
employer on Earth: one in 11 people works
in tourism and travel.
Elizabeth Becker,
Overbooked, The Exploding Business
of Travel and Tourism
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Inbound visitor arrivals (2020E 1) millions 2
82

FRANCE

76

UNITED STATES

76

SPAIN

59

CHINA

53

ITALY

5

36

UNITED KINGDOM

4

36

GERMANY

5

35

MEXICO

11

33

THAILAND

32

RUSSIA

3

28

AUSTRIA

7

27

MALAYSIA

2

27

HONG KONG

10

26

TURKEY

25

GREECE

24

JAPAN

21

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

3

20

PORTUGAL

2

20

CANADA

4

19

SAUDI ARABIA

7
5
9
17
TOP 10
COUNTRIES
WILL ADD

70M

ARRIVALS

6

3

NEXT 10
COUNTRIES
WILL ADD

51M

ARRIVALS

3
11
5

1
2

E = estimated.
Numbers may not add due to rounding. This includes an additional 59 countries for which data is available.
Remaining countries will add 72m arrivals.

Source: Euromonitor International, extracted December 2017, The World Bank

The most
popular
destinations
are expected
to keep

growing
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Where do

Aussies and Kiwis go?

For Australians,
the United States is the most popular destination

For New Zealanders,
Australia is the most popular destination

United
States
12%

Australia
22%

New
United
Zealand Kingdom
8%
7%

34

%

of travelling
Aussies have,
at one point,
visited N
 ew Zealand

Asia is everyone’s most visited continent – almost

90

%

of travelling Aussies and Kiwis have been there

United
States
11%

United
Kingdom
6%

85

%

of travelling
Kiwis have,
at one point,
visited Australia
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Australians
have visited an
average of

Kiwis
have visited an
average of

countries

countries

6.7

5.7
Kiwis aged 18-65

are significantly more likely to have travelled overseas solely
for leisure in the past 10 years than their Aussie peers

55 vs. 73
%

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

%
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Who in the world travels the most?
COUNTRY

1995

2016

CHINA

4,250

135,130

HONG KONG

91,758

GERMANY

90,966

UNITED KINGDOM

41,345

70,815

POLAND

36,387

44,500

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

21,329

31,659

CANADA

18,206

31,278

30,849

ITALY

FRANCE

18,686

26,483

UKRAINE

6,552

24,668

Source: The World Bank, European Commission Report 2016

Australia

has the 24th most travel departures (9.9m)
– that’s one departure for every 2.5 Aussies

New Zealand

has the 51st most travel departures (2.6m)
– that’s more than one departure for every
two Kiwis
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Worldwide,
Chinese travellers
are the largest
group, and growing.
Chinese travellers have increased

2,989

%

since 1995, and are
expected to grow by
through to 2023

5.1

%

On top of that, only

8.7

%

of the Chinese population
currently has passports

“Right now, about 120m people have
their passport… by 2020 that number
will be likely doubled so the market
will grow tremendously in the next
couple of years.”
Jane Sun, CEO Ctrip
(China’s biggest online travel booking service),
January 2018

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China

Source: The World Bank, IHG

This means a potential
120m new tourists who
will have never travelled
abroad before.
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Why do we travel?

Did you notice?
We both want to see the world’s historical sites, but only Aussies
felt the need to tick places off their bucket list as a high priority.

Tick off places on
my bucket list

Challenge myself with
new experiences

Relaxation and
rejuvenation

Shared experience of travel
with family or friends

Australians: 46%

Australians: 43%

Australians: 69%
New Zealanders: 74%

Australians: 62%
New Zealanders: 68%

Do activities I enjoy

Expand my perspective

Enjoy different cuisines

Australians: 53%
New Zealanders: 59%

Australians: 52%
New Zealanders: 58%

Australians: 61%
New Zealanders: 57%

Learn about other cultures
through authentic
experiences with the locals

Escape my daily life
Australians: 64%
New Zealanders: 64%

Enjoy a specific climate

Australians: 62%
New Zealanders: 51%

New Zealanders: 48%

Aussies have made

Kiwis have made

trips overseas solely
for leisure since 2009

trips overseas solely
for leisure since 2009

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

Australians: 62%
New Zealanders: 59%

Visit loved ones

Australians: 57%
New Zealanders: 56%

44.5m

See the world’s historical
sites and monuments

11.6m
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Do we seek the new or the known?

1 in 4

But

1 in 3

Australians and
New Zealanders
seek authentic,
local experiences
Women are 50%
more likely to do so
than men

29% of Millennials
do so, but only
19%of Boomers

of us avoids
them

28% of us agree with the statement:
“I’ve tended to pick overseas destinations
where I wouldn’t struggle with the
language, food and culture, and where
I can be with other like-minded travellers.”

Extreme adventure is for the young
29% of Millennials want to travel for “the opportunity
to try or test myself with extreme adventure activities”.
This was only 8% for Boomers.

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018
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Is social media influencing
									our travel plans?

2 in 5

Australian and New Zealand travellers have
been inspired by, or plan to visit, at least one
overseas destination previously unknown,
introduced to them via social media

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and
500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018.
Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

More than half

of Aussie and Kiwi Millennials have seen
something in their social media feeds that led them
to visit a destination they would not otherwise
have considered – but just a quarter of Boomers

17
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I know a girl whose one goal was to visit Rome
Then she finally got to Rome and all she did was post
pictures for people at home
‘Cause all that mattered was impressin’ everybody
she’s known…
I know a girl that saves pictures from places she’s flown
To post later and make it look like she still on the go...
Drake
Emotionless, (2018)
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How do Aussies think the world sees them?

%
32

of Australian travellers believe Aussies
are seen as the world’s best travellers

8%

think Aussies are seen as the world’s
worst, with the USA topping the pile

THEY THINK
the world’s “best” travellers are
32%

Australia

4%

Sweden

13%

Japan

4%

Germany

8%

Canada

2%

Switzerland

5%

United Kingdom

2%

United States

4%

New Zealand

2%

Denmark

THEY THINK
the world’s “worst” travellers are

1

35%

United States

3%

Afghanistan

17%

China

2%

Indonesia

8%

Australia

2%

Russian Federation

6%

United Kingdom

2%

Germany

4%

India

1%

France

Metaperceptions are how people think they’re viewed by others.

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

47

%

of Aussies think they are seen as drinking, partying
people out for a good time… but also looking for
an authentic experience

Australian traveller metaperceptions 1

36%

35%

21%

47%

42%

33%

27%

11%

3%

Looking for authentic
experiences

Heavy drinkers

Disrespectful
and rude

Kind and generous

Partiers who are just
visiting for a good
time

Not interested in
supporting the local
community

Culturally sensitive

Loud and not
interested in speaking
the local language

Other traits
not listed above
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How do Kiwis think the world sees them?

%
48

Only

of Kiwi travellers believe they are
seen as the world’s best travellers

Kiwis
believe they’re significantly better
travellers than Aussies

Half

think that locals see them as kind and
generous, looking for authentic experiences

1

1 in 5

Kiwis feel that other countries see them
as heavy drinking and partying visitors

THEY THINK
the world’s “best” travellers are
New Zealand

3%

United Kingdom

7%

Japan

2%

Sweden

7%

Australia

2%

Ireland

6%

Canada

1%

Switzerland

6%

Germany

1%

Singapore

48%

THEY THINK
the world’s “worst” travellers are
30%

United States

2%

Germany

23%

China

2%

Afghanistan

15%

Australia

2%

Israel

8%

United Kingdom

1%

Russian Federation

4%

India

1%

France

Metaperceptions are how people think they’re viewed by others.

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

Kiwi traveller metaperceptions 1

56%

56%

38%

22%

22%

15%

10%

9%

5%

Looking for authentic
experiences

Heavy drinkers

Disrespectful
and rude

Kind and generous

Partiers who are just
visiting for a good
time

Not interested in
supporting the local
community

Culturally sensitive

Loud and not
interested in speaking
the local language

Other traits
not listed above
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Kiwis
are more likely to view themselves
positively than Aussies

Kiwis

World’s “best” travellers by country
TOTAL		

1

NZ

Australia

23%

32%

7%

New Zealand

20%

4%

48%

Own-country traveller metaperceptions 1
TOTAL		

view Aussies more negatively than
Aussies view Kiwis

New Zealanders are almost twice
as likely to have identified Australians
as the world’s worst nation of travellers
compared to the same metric from
Australian travellers about themselves
(15% vs. 8%). Notably, less than 1%
of both countries view New Zealanders
as the world’s stereotypically
worst travellers.

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA

NZ

Culturally sensitive

27%

21%

38%

Kind and generous

43%

35%

56%

Looking for authentic
experiences

43%

36%

56%

Not interested in
supporting the local
community

10%

11%

9%

Partiers who are just
visiting for a good time

35%

42%

22%

Heavy drinkers

38%

47%

22%

Loud and not interested
in speaking the local
language

27%

33%

15%

Disrespectful and rude

21%

27%

10%

Metaperceptions are how people think they’re viewed by others.

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

Did you notice?
Aussies show a high level
of self‑perception of arguably
negative traveller traits, such
as being loud, heavy-drinking,
party‑seekers.
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Aussie

Millennials and Gen X
are significantly more likely to believe that locals viewed them as heavy-drinking partiers
who were not interested in supporting the local community, compared to Boomers

Australian traveller metaperceptions by age 1
TOTAL		

1

MILLENNIALS

GEN X

BOOMERS

Not interested in
supporting the local
community

11%

14%

12%

7%

Partiers who are just
visiting for a good time

42%

48%

42%

35%

Heavy drinkers

47%

52%

47%

38%

Loud and not interested
in speaking the local
language

33%

36%

32%

30%

Disrespectful and rude

27%

29%

26%

24%

Metaperceptions are how people think they’re viewed by others.

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018
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Do we think we are good
										 or bad travellers?
If we define a good traveller as:

And a bad traveller as:

“More likely to be self-aware, seeks to immerse themself in the experiences
a destination offers, is environmentally conscious, attempts to speak the local
language, abides by local laws and customs, and ensures their tourist dollar
is supporting ethical businesses and local people of the destination.”

“More likely to not be self-aware, doesn’t adjust their behaviour according to the local
culture/norms, has little respect for the locals or other visitors and has no interest
in expanding their understanding of a culture or destination, drinks excessive amounts
of alcohol, or is loud and obnoxious.”

Then

And

of Australian travellers feel that they had done,
or agreed with, at least one of the “good” travel
behaviours and attitudes, while

of New Zealand travellers feel that they had
done, or agreed with, at least one of the “good”
travel behaviours and attitudes, while

98%
%
73

admitted to at least one of the “bad” travel
behaviours or attitudes

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

99%
70%

admitted to at least one of the “bad” travel
behaviours or attitudes
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We try
to do
the right
thing.
Aussies

73

%

44

%

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

Kiwis

79

%

53

%

always take care not to litter
regardless of how the locals
manage their own rubbish
use a refillable water bottle
where possible during most or
all of their overseas travel
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But our actions
don’t always
match our
intentions.

Aussies

Kiwis

Only

Only

Only

Only

76

%

33%

85

%

25%

think we treat the countries we visit with as
much respect as our own

ask locals before taking a photo

48%

Only
of us research local customs, traditions
and social sensitivities before travelling
to a country

18%

Only
of us actively seek to spend money in ways
that benefit local people rather than
big business
Learn more about “tourism leakage” on p30

10

%

of us have knowingly infringed a local law
or custom – this goes up to 17% for Millennials
Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

1 in 20

1 in 4

of us are more
likely to litter when
we are overseas

of us actively seek out
Western food chains rather
then eating local food

1 in 10

1 in 5

don’t like it when
local people can’t speak
English with us

of us haggle over amounts
of money that are small
to us, but might be more
meaningful to a local person

25
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Of those
who rate
themselves
as “good”
travellers…

Aussies

Kiwis

16%

10%

think they treat their destinations with as much
respect as their own country

41%

41%

don’t always attempt to use the local language

46

51

don’t always research the local customs,
traditions and social sensitivities of each new
country they visit beforehand

64%

71%

don’t always ask permission of locals before
taking photos of them

69%

62%

give money to local beggars at least once

82%

don’t actively think of ways to maximise
their tourist dollars that go to the local
communities rather than the pockets
of those less needy

%

81%
Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018

%
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We asked the locals
what they think of us.
Here’s what they said:
“Bali is a second home for
[Australians].”
Government official, Bali

“Our income is more from tourism.
So when more people come, it’s
better for Bali.”
Bartender, Bali

“If there was no tourism,
there is no hospitals.”
Appa Sherpa, Lukla School Founder,
Village Development Committee
of Lukla Member, Nepal

“Most of the villages in Nepal,
[not only Chyangmiteng] need
the tourists... they’ll get the
benefit and earn some money.”

“If there’s no Aussies in
Bali, we have no smile.”
Street vendor, Bali

Lhakpa, Expedition Base, Nepal

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and 500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018
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So is travel helpful or
					 harmful to the places we go?

28
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Share of employment in tourism (2016), %

Indirect or induced
13.4

Direct

9.2
8.3

13.2

6.4

11.0

4.2

CARIBBEAN

4.9

OCEANIA

4.6

NORTH AMERICA
EUROPE

9.7

6.0

3.7

9.7

6.1

3.6

SOUTHEAST ASIA

6.0

3.6

GLOBAL

5.0

4.0

NORTH AFRICA

2.9

NORTHEAST ASIA

5.0

SOUTH ASIA

4.9

2.9

LATIN AMERICA

4.5

3.1

MIDDLE EAST

2.4

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

1.9

CENTRAL ASIA

9.6
9.0

5.8

8.7
3.3

8.3
7.8
7.6

3.6

6.0
5.1

Source: World Travel & Tourism Council

3.2

Tourism can
definitely be
helpful – it
creates
lots of
employment
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More people means more money for
locals, right? Not always.

US$5

out of US$100

A study looking at tourism
leakage in Thailand estimated
that 70% of all money spent by
tourists ended up leaving Thailand
(via foreign-owned tour operators,
airlines, hotels, etc.)

Sources: UN Atlas of the Oceans, International Journal of Economic Research

On average, of every US$100 spent on a “vacation tour” by a
tourist from a developed country, only around US$5 actually
stays in a developing country destination’s economy.

Estimates made for other
developing countries range
from 80% in the Caribbean
to 40% in India

In Bali, the highest percentage
of tourism leakage was found
in 4- and 5-star chain hotels
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The problem
is called
tourism leakage.

Distribution of tourist $
TOTAL HOLIDAY EXPENSES
Airfare, insurances,
taxes, medicine,
etc.

Online travel
agencies (OTAs)
and outbound
travel agencies

Expenses within
visited country

EXPENSES WITHIN VISITED COUNTRY

“Often, developed countries are better able to profit
from tourism than poor ones. Whereas the least
developed countries have the most urgent need for
income, employment and general rise of standard
of living by means of tourism, they are, unfortunately,
least able to realise these benefits. Among the
reasons for this are large-scale transfer of tourism
revenues out of the host country and exclusion
of local businesses and products.”

Visa fees, airport taxes, hotel
chains, destination
management companies
(DMCs)

Expenses at local
destination

EXPENSES AT LOCAL DESTINATION
Foreign or non-local lodging,
restaurants, tour leaders
and guides, imported goods
for tourists

UN Atlas of the Oceans

Money benefits
locally (e.g. local
shops, hotels,
restaurants,
produce and
services)

TOTAL LEAKAGE
In developing countries it is not uncommon that over
90% of the tourism dollars spent by vacationing
tourists leaks out of the actual travel destination

Source: UN Atlas of the Oceans

Less than
10% left
to
benefit
locally
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Package tours
are a problem.
In most all-inclusive package tours, about

80

%

of all traveller expenditure
goes to the airlines, hotels and other
international companies (who often have
their headquarters in the travellers’
home countries), and not to local businesses
or workers

Sources: UN Atlas of the Oceans, International Journal of Economic Research
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In some cases, travellers
don’t spend any money at all.
It’s called “zero-dollar tourism” and it works like this:

1

Tourists, typically Chinese,
purchase inexpensive,
all-inclusive tour
packages to low-cost
destinations like
Thailand, Bali and
Vietnam

Sources: The Sydney Morning Herald, Reuters

2

But in between the tour’s
hotels, restaurants, flights
and sights, tourists are
taken to overpriced shops
and encouraged to
spend big

3

There have even been
cases where tourists were
forced to purchase these
overpriced goods

4

The tour operators get
a kickback for bringing
in the unaware tourists
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Pushback against zero-dollar tourism
															is happening.
In 2016, the Thai government decided
to stamp out zero-dollar tourism,
estimating losses of US$2bn each year in tax
revenue. Three companies were shut down, 2,155
buses were seized and several people were
arrested for money laundering and operating
illegal low‑quality tours.
Chinese tourist arrivals dropped for the last quarter
of 2016 by 12% year-on-year.

The tour operators simply went
elsewhere.
Countries such as Vietnam experienced a boom
in Chinese tourist arrivals.
The Vietnamese government is pushing back
against zero-dollar tourism as well. Like Thailand,
it is concerned that low service quality and
a poor experience will tarnish the country’s image.

Source: The ASEAN Post

Zero-dollar tourism may persist
due to the sheer number of potential tourists in China
who are unaware of its pitfalls. However, an increasing
number of Chinese tourists are becoming more
sophisticated and are preferring to travel independently.
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There are other ways
tourism can be harmful, too.

Alienated local
residents

Damage to
nature

Overloaded
infrastructure

Degraded tourist
experience

Threats to culture
and heritage

Rising rents, noise, displacing local
retail; changing neighbourhood
character; leakage of economic
benefits also fuels resident
disgruntlement

Pollution, overuse of natural
resources (water, forests), waste
management, harm to wildlife

Tourism uses the same infrastructure
required for commerce, hygiene
(water, sewage), and commuting

Queues, crowding, annoyance,
overloaded infrastructure

Threatening the spiritual and physical
integrity, crowds hinder security,
misbehaviour damaging monuments

Source: World Travel & Tourism Council
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Sheer numbers of travellers are a challenge,
no matter how people behave.
Croatia

Iceland

Hungary

Denmark

France

13.9 tourists/yr to every local

5.7 tourists/yr to every local

5.4 tourists/yr to every local

5.0 tourists/yr to every local

3.0 tourists/yr to every local

=

=

=
=

Sources: Traveller, Intrepid Traveller

=
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More and more places
are being deemed
“overtouristed”.

 Isle of Skye

 Copenhagen

 Amsterdam
 Berlin
 Prague
 Passau

 Paris

zz Denali National Park

zz Cinque Terre
 Pasaia
 Venice
 Barcelona
 Porto  Madrid
 Rome
 Dubrovnik
 Mallorca
 Lisbon

 Iceland

 Athens
 Santorini

 Banff

zz Yellowstone National Park

 Svaneti

 NYC (Manhattan)

 Kyoto
zz Marrakesh

 Maui

 Cairo / Giza

zz Mt. Everest
zz Agra (Taj Mahal)
zz Bagan  Halong Bay

 Yucatan

zz Angkor Wat
zz Boracay
 El Nido/ Palawan
 Koh Phi Phi
 Southern Thailand Beaches

 Cartagena

 Perhentian Island
 Galapagos Islands

zz Uluru

zz Salar de Uyuni
 Easter Island

zz Great Barrier Reef

 Mauritius

zz Machu Picchu

 Cape Town

Did you know?

In 2012, the hashtag #overtourism
appeared on Twitter for the first time.

Sources: Green Global Travel, Conde Nast Traveler, Traveller
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The rise of

bucket list travel

is concentrating more people in fewer locations.
The birth of
the bucket list
has correlated with a sharp
increase in the number
of foreign visitors at some
of the world’s most fragile
historic destinations, like
Machu Picchu and Venice,
that weren’t built to
withstand thousands of
footsteps every day.

Interest over time
Travel bucket list
Overtourism

100%
75%
50%
25%
0%
1 DEC 2008

Source: The Telegraph

1 MAY 2012

1 OCT 2015

1 NOV 2018
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Our favourite places are
feeling the strain.
Foreign arrivals to Bali grew from 1.74m
in 2007, to 4.85m in 2016, growth
of around 300,000 arrivals per year
In 2016, arrivals grew by 23.7%,
or 929,000 people
Source: Statistics of Bali Province (BPS)

Beneath the surface of tourism in Bali,
a water crisis looms
“For thrill seekers and chill seekers” – that’s the phrase Today Tonight television
program used to show areas in Bali as a freshly rebranded holiday destination, in
its recent Brand New Bali series.
But beneath the glamorous surface of cocktails, swimming pools and beach
holidays lies an environmental threat that may cause the island to face a water
crisis in less than four years.
Source: The Sydney Morning Herald, 8 September 2016

Trash heroes and scavenger apps battle
Bali ‘garbage emergency’
DENPASAR, Indonesia (Thomson Reuters Foundation) – Five years ago,
tour guide Wayan Aksara noticed that more and more visitors he showed
around the Indonesian island of Bali were complaining about garbage
on its once‑pristine beaches.
Source: Reuters, 23 July 2018

Bali considering new rules to clamp down
on tourist offensive behaviour
Authorities in Australia’s favourite holiday spot reckon the quality of tourists has
declined. And a new ban might fix the problem.
Source: news.com.au, 26 September 2016
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To the point where some are closing.

Thailand bay made popular by ‘The Beach’
closes indefinately

An Onslaught of Tourists Is Stressing Out
Thailand

Travelers hoping to visit famous “Maya Bay” in Thailand are going to have
to wait a while longer to take in its creamy white shores and towering
limestone cliffs.

“Tourism can create, and at the same time, tourism can disrupt,” said
Weerasak, 52, in an interview in his office in the Thai capital.
“Congestion is no good for anyone, including the hosts and the guests.”

The popular day-trip destination was due to reopen in October following
a temporary tourist ban.
But at the beginning of the month, Thailand’s Department of National
Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (DNP) announced the bay will remain
closed indefinitely.
Source: CNN, 3 October 2018

Source: Bloomberg, 12 July 2018
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Or falling down.

Heritage site in peril: Angkor Wat
is falling down
One of the world’s most celebrated temples is threatened with oblivion,
as its ancient stones crumble from the sheer weight of tourism. Rob Sharp
reports from Cambodia on a cultural jewel that has become too popular
for its own good.
According to heritage experts carrying out restoration work at the temple,
which is one of the biggest sets of religious ruins in the world, a plethora
of new hotels, cashing in on the country’s near-exponential rise in tourist
numbers, is sapping gallons of water from beneath nearby urban areas.
They say this could upset the delicate foundations on which Angkor Wat
sits and could lead to parts of it – including its famous celestial apsara,
or carved nymphs – taking an unheavenly tumble to earth.
Source: The Independent, 14 March 2008
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Even the highest peaks aren’t high enough
to escape the impact.
After Everest Disaster Sherpas
Contemplate Strike
On Sunday, disappointed at the Nepali government’s offer of 40,000 rupees,
or about $408, as compensation for the families of the dead, some Sherpas
gathered at Everest’s base camp proposed a “work stoppage” that could
disrupt or cancel the 334 expeditions planned for the 2014 climbing season.
Source: New York Times, 20 April 2014

Race Row on Mount Everest: Sherpas
Square Off Against Racist Western
Climbers
A race divide has separated Everest’s best-known conquerors and its unsung
heroes ever since Tenzing Norgay and Sir Edmund Hillary reached the summit
together in 1953. From the global celebration of Hillary, right up to this year’s
blockbuster movie Everest, it’s usually the white guys getting all the credit.
After last year’s devastating avalanche, a group of Sherpas decided they’d had
enough. They refused to trample over the bodies of their fallen comrades—who
had been entombed in an icefall—and the entire climbing season was brought
to an abrupt halt.
Source: Daily Beast, 16 December 2015

The end of the Everest circus? How Sherpas
are taking back their mountain
A succession of tragedies on the world’s highest mountain has caused tensions
between western climbers, their local guides, and the Nepalese government.
Source: New Statesman, 16 December 2015
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Eventually, locals start to react.
Indonesia

Portugal

Spain

Barcelona tourist
bus STORMED by
protesters as they
launch summer
of CHAOS
ACTIVISTS fighting mass tourism
in Spain have started a new wave
of attacks by hijacking a tourist bus
in Barcelona and letting off green
and white smoke flares.
Source: Express, 9 July 2018

Source: asiaticmarine, Instagram

Source: dk9064, Instagram

Source: oskisoroski, Instagram

First Venice and Barcelona: now anti‑tourism marches
spread across Europe
Demos in San Sebastián and crackdowns in Rome and Dubrovnik
as locals vent frustration at city-breakers and cruise ships.
With the continent sweltering under a heatwave nicknamed
Lucifer, tempers have been boiling over, too, as a wave
of anti-tourism protests take place in some of Europe’s most

popular destinations. Yet, as “tourism-phobia” becomes
a feature of the summer, the World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) has defended the sector, calling on local authorities
to do more to manage growth in a sustainable manner.
Source: The Guardian, 10 August 2017
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So how can we be helpful,
											not harmful?
Getting off the
beaten track

helps keep money where it’s spent

Adventure travel tour operators estimate

65

%

of the ‘per guest trip cost’ for ‘adventure
travel’ remains in the local region’

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and
500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018.
Source: Adventure Travel Trade Association Snapshot

Adventure travel tour operators estimate
each guest spends approximately

US 145
$

on local handicrafts or souvenirs
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Helpful government policies
are part of the solution.
For example

Source: Survey of 1,000+ Australians and
500+ New Zealanders aged 18-65, October 2018.
Source: World Travel & Tourism Council

In 2012, Iceland established the Tourist Site Protection Fund, which
generates revenue in part from the accommodation tax and in part
from direct government funding. The proceeds are directed towards
“developing, maintaining, and protecting nature and man-made
structures” and “carrying out construction related to traveller safety
and nature conservation.”
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In Palau, The Palau Pledge is taken by all visitors arriving
at the island. It is a passport-stamped declaration
to protect the local environment, and travel mindfully.
The seventh smallest nation, Palau has a population of 21,000
stretched over an archipelago of over 500 islands.

Source: Palau Pledge
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Asking tourists to share
the cost can help too.
Venice to charge tourists for historic
city’s upkeep
Tourists will be charged to access Venice’s historic city centre as a way to help
curtail the considerable costs of maintaining the popular tourist destination
built on water.
A change in Italian budget law has allowed the new charge, which Venice
Mayor Luigi Brugnaro said would, “allow us to manage the city better and
to keep it clean” and, “allow Venetians to live with more decorum”.
Source: ABC News, 1 January 2019
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What about when

					tourists
								come to us?
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Tourism to Australia
and New Zealand
is experiencing
strong growth.
Tourism numbers by year (millions)

Breakdown of Australian tourism numbers
by country
,000

,000

China

1,312

Germany

199

New Zealand

1,244

Taiwan

183

United States

742

Indonesia

183

United Kingdom

698

Canada

163

Japan

408

France

128

Singapore

379

Scandinavia

106

Malaysia

352

Thailand

92

India

314

Italy

72

South Korea

278

Netherlands

55

Hong Kong

272

Switzerland

53

Australia
New Zealand

Breakdown of New Zealand tourism numbers
by country

8
7

,000
6

Australia

5

China

401

United States
United Kingdom

3
2

4

1
0
1996

1998

2000

2002

Sources: Tourism Research Australia, Stats NZ

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

1,475

,000

Hong Kong

53

Malaysia

53

334

France

43

251

Taiwan

36

Germany

105

Netherlands

30

Japan

102

Thailand

29

South Korea

93

Fiji

29

Canada

69

Samoa

25

India

63

Philippines

24

Singapore

58

Indonesia

24
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In New Zealand.
International tourists
currently make up around

60

%

of all those trekking
New Zealand’s great walks,
and are putting extreme visitor pressure
on the tracks
The year ending March 2018 was another
record year for visitor numbers to public
conservation land with

1.75m

people, or 52%, of all international tourists
visiting a national park last year, up 5%
on the previous year

Sources: NZ Department of Conservation

Warning over tourism torrent
for fragile caves
A multi-million-dollar plan to develop a sensitive part of a West Coast
national park, attracting tens of thousands more tourists, might just ruin
it, critics warn. David Williams reports.
As low coal and dairy prices buffeted the South Island’s West Coast,
the Government tasked officials and consultants with creating a plan
to turn its economic fortunes around.
Source: Newsroom, 23 August 2018
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Freedom camping.
The Freedom Camping Act of 2011 was introduced
to help cater for the tourists heading to New
Zealand for the Rugby World Cup, allowing people
to camp for free.
In the past decade, the number of freedom
campers jumped from about 30,000 a year
to 115,000.
The biggest problems are:
• Rubbish dumping
• Improper waste management
• Using rivers, lakes and public amenities (such
as drinking fountains) to bathe and wash dishes
• Overcrowding presenting fire hazards (the
Camping Ground Regulations require a 3m gap
between accommodation units, though at
many free camping spots 50 or more vans are
parked with 1m spacing. All use gas cookers and
many have their gas bottles inside the van.
If a van caught fire then it would spread rapidly.)
In some tourist hotspots, councils have had
to pass bylaws to prevent areas from being
overrun by campers sleeping in cars and vans.

Source: Radio New Zealand
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Record visitors come at a price, with
increased traffic congestion resulting
in locals being “rented out” of areas.
Airbnb: Councils Crack Down

Murray Olds: Queenstown is being choked
by tourists

Source: NZ Herald, 9 May 2017

Councils across New Zealand are grappling with the fast-growing short-stay
rental market, writes Aaron Tunstall.
Source: Impression Real Estate, 29 June 2018
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In Australia.
Uluru and the Great Barrier
Reef are already talked about
as two locations within
Australia suffering from the
negative impacts of tourism.
Source: Green Global Travel, Traveller

The decline of the Great Barrier Reef in particular, is at risk from
“last chance tourism”: “tourists are seeking travel to the GBR
in a bid to see the reef before it’s too late.”
Source: Taylor & Francis Online

The state Economic Development Board is looking to double the
number of tourists to Kangaroo Island – even they acknowledge
that: “Too many people (tourists and residents) too soon could
imperil the very environmental amenity that makes the island
so appealing.”
Source: Kangaroo Island Council
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Domestic tourism also creates problems
in places such as Byron Bay.
“Everyone from here is so
environmentally conscious,
but then the tourists don’t
care because they’re leaving.”
The rise of holiday-letting and Airbnb have also led to a lack of affordable
housing in the area. As more and more families are forced to move
out of the region, the social structure of the communities in the Byron Shire
region is changing.
For young people still living in the area, usual neighbours are replaced
by a continuous flow of visitors who book through platforms such as Airbnb.
Sources: Southern Cross University, The Conversation

The Byron Shire area had
1.89m visitors in 2017, against
a population of only 34,000.
That’s 5,559% more tourists
to locals.
By comparison, the “number one rated overtourism country in the world”,
Croatia (Intrepid Travel research), has 1,381% more tourists to locals.
Sources: Tourism Research Australia, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Intrepid Travel
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And Byron Bay isn’t the only beach haven
overwhelmed by visitors.
Three hours south of Sydney, the coastal village of Hyams Beach is at breaking point,
arguably due to a government marketing campaign and herd mentality of visitors.

Traffic controller at Hyams
Beach punched over Easter
long weekend
Traffic was manic at holiday hotspot Hyams
Beach over the Easter weekend, where a 58-yearold traffic controller fell victim to road rage.
A driver at the beach pulled over, and allegedly
punched the traffic controller while he was working
to ease the gridlock at 8.15am on Saturday.
Source: Illawarra Mercury, 5 April 2018

‘We’re full’: thousands
turned away from iconic
NSW tourist spot
Billed as having the world’s whitest sand, Hyams
Beach has become a bucket list destination for
Sydney day-trippers, overseas tourists and millennials
in pursuit of the perfect Instagram shot.
But thousands of disgruntled drivers have been
turned away at the border of the south coast
village over the past fortnight, as traffic controllers
informed them it was at capacity and there were
“plenty of other good beaches” to choose from.
Source: The Sydney Morning Herald, 6 January 2019

Hyams Beach villagers
await traffic fix, fear a fire
‘catastrophe’
Source: South Coast Register, 1 November 2018
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But where problems exist, businesses
are offering new options for travellers.

Overtourism puts ecotourism on the map

The unthinking tourist might be a thing of the past if people such as Rod
Hillman continue to drive change.
Source: The Fifth Estate, 11 December 2018
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How can you

				help?
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Here’s what the
locals said.

“Bagged and canned food
generates garbage, so take local
food as much as you can.”
Maya Sherpa, Sagarmatha Pollution
Control Committee Representative, Nepal

“We want tourists to visit us [at
the temple]... because they can
pass along some new things... ”
Khenpo Dorje Sherpa, Chyangmiteng
Monastery Head Monk, Nepal

“Don’t just follow the flow....
take the side track and spend
some time really exploring
and adventuring instead of just
going to the place that someone
else has told you about. ”
Councillor Amanda Findley, Mayor for
Shoalhaven City Council, Australia

“The authentic
experience is a village
destination…
live with the locals.”
I Made Badra - Head Chief
of Badung Regency

“Spend money at local
businesses.”
Bagus Nyoman,
Subamia local, Bali

“Take your rubbish home...
don’t buy everything in
plastic in the first place.”
Dr Martin Fortescue,
Wildlife Biologist,
NSW, Australia
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What the experts said.
Prepare for
adventure
• When thinking about which
country or destination to travel,
consider where and how you
might be able to get off the
beaten track and have more
authentic adventure
• Consider travel during off-peak
periods for the ‘bucket-list’
destinations so the ‘strain’ and
impact on places is lessened
• Pack a reusable water bottle.
Iodine or Aquatabs are a simple
and cost-effective method
for water purification so you
can cut down on single-use
plastic waste

Travel to learn

Be confident

• Visit one place you haven’t read
about online on your next
adventure

• Learn some local words before
you land such as hello, thank
you, goodbye, toilet, numbers
1-10 and water

• Ask the locals where they like
to go, or challenge yourself
take only public transport for
a section of your trip so you
learn more about the area
you’re staying in
• Research alternatives to the
‘beaten track’ or leave your
options open for spontaneity
when you arrive

• Research basic customs
and cultural practices of the
country you’re visiting
• Travel with the right gear and
only want you really need,
as the lighter you travel the
further you can go and the
more adventures you can have

Make a positive
impact
• Choose local, ethical operators
for tours, accommodation,
activities and souvenirs
to positively impact the
local economy
• Eat local food, to reduce waste
and enhance your cultural
experience and understanding
• Donate to a registered charity
in-country, instead of street
handouts. That way you’ll ensure
your money is making the
biggest impact to those who
need it most
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		And

			don’t forget to…
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Carbon offset your flights.

Ticking the-box to fly carbon neutral is an easy
way to reduce your footprint when you travel.
The way it works is simple: the airline calculates
the carbon pollution generated from your
flight, and you can pay to offset that pollution.
Your money is directly invested into an
environment project that reduces or prevents
the equal amount of carbon emissions.
It’s a little action that adds up to a big impact
– carbon offset projects are helping to protect
Tassie wilderness, replant endangered rainforest
on the Great Barrier Reef coast, and power
renewable energy projects around the world.

Individual travellers and corporate customers
of Qantas Airways are increasingly choosing
to pay a premium for voluntary carbon offsets
amid growing awareness of the global
environmental impact of the aviation industry.
“I think [carbon emissions] is a big issue for the
aviation industry, and if not the biggest, one
of the biggest that we will be facing over the
next decades,” Qantas chief executive Alan
Joyce said during a panel discussion at the
International Air Transport Association
annual meeting in Dublin on Friday.
Source: The Sydney Morning Herald, 5 June 2016

Qantas has the largest
airline offset program
in the world
It has offset more than 3m tonnes of carbon –
equivalent to the emissions powering the City
of Sydney for a year, or flying to the moon
and back 37,502 times!
The cost to offset is often less than people
think – around $2 from Melbourne to
Sydney return.
TIP: Look for the Qantas Fly Carbon
Neutral tick-box when you’re booking your
flight. If you forget or decide to carbon
offset after you’ve booked – no problem –
just head to qantasfutreplanet.com.au
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Try to spend money
at businesses
owned by locals.
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Learn three words
before you land:
“Hello,
thank you,

goodbye.”
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Try the local food,
it’ll start a conversation.
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Visit one place
					you haven’t read
								about on the internet.
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Appendix.
Primary report
Kathmandu Ready or Not? Report (Australia), 2018 and Kathmandu Ready or Not? Report (New Zealand),
2018 by Maidstone Consulting, commissioned by Kathmandu

The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2017/aug/10/anti-tourism-marches-spread-across-europe-venice-barcelona
Express https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/986064/barcelona-holiday-protest-tourist-backlash-arran
Instagram user @dk9064 https://www.instagram.com/p/BoVbwdFH44Q/
Instagram user @asiaticmarine https://www.instagram.com/p/BmycgTnHWSI/
Instagram user @benlertx https://www.instagram.com/p/BldFb-Qglkk/

Other sources
2017 Annual Report + Travel & Tourism Economic Impact 2018 World + Tourism In Focus + International tourism, number of
departures,
World Tourism Organization https://media.unwto.org/content/infographics
World Tourism Organization https://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284419807
World Travel & Tourism Council https://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/policy-research/coping-with-success---managingovercrowding-in-tourism-destinations-2017.pdf

Adventure Travel Trade Association https://www.ncetourism.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/2016-Industry-Snapshot.pdf
Palau Pledge https://palaupledge.com/
ABC News https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-01-01/venice-to-charge-touists-to-visit-city-centre/10676818
Tourism Research Australia https://www.tra.gov.au/International/International-tourism-results/overview
Stats NZ https://www.stats.govt.nz/reports/international-visitor-arrivals-to-new-zealand-january-2018
Department of Conservation (New Zealand) https://www.doc.govt.nz/news/media-releases/2018/international-visitors-topay-more-than-locals-for-great-walks/
Newsroom https://www.newsroom.co.nz/2018/08/22/204363/warning-over-tourism-torrent-for-fragile-caves

The World Bank https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.DPRT?year_high_desc=true

Radio New Zealand https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/358805/freedom-campers-are-causing-problems-akaroa-locals

The Chinese Outbound Travel Market https://ecty2018.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/EC-2016-The-Chinese-OutboundTravel-Market.pdf

Impression Real Estate https://impression.co.nz/news/airbnb-councils-crack-down

IHG https://www.ihgplc.com/chinesetravel/src/pdf/IHG_Future_Chinese_Travel.pdf

Auckland Council https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4403930/TR2018-001-Airbnb-and-Housing-in-Auckland.pdf

National Bureau of Statistics of China www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/ndsj/2017/indexeh.htm

Taylor & Francis Online https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09669582.2016.1213849

Bloomberg https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-25/ctrip-sees-surge-in-new-chinese-passports-spurring-tourism-boom

Kangaroo Island Council www.kangarooisland.sa.gov.au/webdata/resources/files/Paradise_-_Girt_by_Sea_Booklet-1.pdf

UN Atlas of the Oceans www.oceansatlas.org/subtopic/en/c/72/

Tourism Research Australia https://www.tra.gov.au/Regional/Local-Government-Area-Profiles/local-government-area-profiles

International Journal of Economic Research https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319008016_Impact_of_tourism_
leakage_on_the_growth_of_economic_sectors_employment_and_income_distribution_in_Bali_Indonesia

Australian Bureau of Statistics https://stat.data.abs.gov.au/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=ABS_ERP_LGA2017

World Travel & Tourism Council https://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/policy-research/coping-with-success---managingovercrowding-in-tourism-destinations-2017.pdf
The Sydney Morning Herald https://www.smh.com.au/world/asia/china-s-tourism-boom-prompts-fears-that-bali-is-beingsold-cheap-20180813-p4zx5m.html
Reuters https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-tourism-goldenweek-thailand-idUSKCN1270Q3
The ASEAN Post https://theaseanpost.com/article/zero-dollar-tourists-not-welcome
Traveller http://www.traveller.com.au/cities-suffering-from-overtourism-how-to-visit-as-a-responsible-tourist-h124p4

The NZ Herald https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11852267

Intrepid Travel https://www.intrepidtravel.com/au/adventure-index
The Sydney Morning Herald https://www.smh.com.au/national/we-re-full-thousands-turned-away-from-iconic-nsw-touristspot-20190103-p50ph3.html
South Coast Register https://www.southcoastregister.com.au/story/5734535/hyams-beach-villagers-await-traffic-fix-fear-afire-catastrophe/
Illawarra Mercury https://www.illawarramercury.com.au/story/5324436/traffic-controller-punched-at-south-coast-beach-overeaster-weekend/

Intrepid Travel https://www.intrepidtravel.com/au/adventure-index

The Fifth Estate https://www.thefifthestate.com.au/home-and-lifestyle/responsible-tourism/overcrowded-tourist-hot-spotsput-ecotourism-on-the-map/

Green Global Travel https://greenglobaltravel.com/how-mass-tourism-is-destroying-destinations/

Qantas https://www.qantas.com/au/en/qantas-group/acting-responsibly/our-planet/partnering-for-sustainability.html

Traveller www.traveller.com.au/cities-suffering-from-overtourism-how-to-visit-as-a-responsible-tourist-h124p4

Qantas Future Planet https://www.qantasfutureplanet.com.au/about-carbon-offsetting/

Conde Nast Traveler https://www.cntraveler.com/galleries/2015-06-19/barcelona-bhutan-places-that-limit-tourist-numbers

The Sydney Morning Herald https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/rising-number-of-qantas-travellers-payingpremium-for-carbon-offsets-20160605-gpbtf0.html

The Telegraph (UK) https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/comment/how-the-bucket-list-ruined-travel/
Statistics of Bali Province (BPS) https://bali.bps.go.id/site/pilihdata.html
CNN https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/maya-bay-closure-thailand/index.html
Bloomberg https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-11/thai-tourist-boom-a-dead-whale-boat-tragedy-and-rising-worries
The Independent (UK) https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/heritage-site-in-peril-angkor-wat-is-fallingdown-795747.html

European Commission Report 2016
Reuters https://www.reuters.com/article/us-islands-indonesia-bali-waste/trash-heroes-and-scavenger-apps-battle-baligarbage-emergency-idUSKBN1KD04K
The Sydney Morning Herald https://www.smh.com.au/world/beneath-the-surface-of-tourism-in-bali-a-water-crisis-looms20160908-grc1or.html

The New York Times https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/21/world/asia/after-everest-disaster-sherpas-contemplate-strike.html

News.com.au https://www.news.com.au/travel/world-travel/asia/bali-considering-new-rules-to-clamp-down-on-touristsoffensive-behaviour/news-story/c693f79257a66ae275c0e337a0dd830c
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